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DEALING WITH THE TOUGH STUFF
How to deliver results from key conversation

WHAT ARE THE TOUGH 
CONVERSATIONS FOR YOU?
Recent research shows feedback discussions are  the least 
enjoyed management task second only to firing someone. 
(source: Gallup) So how have we  got to this point? How has 
having a direct, real and necessary conversation with staff, 
clients or suppliers  become so hard?  In a nutshell, we have 
been shown processes without considering the human 
element in the discussion.

In this one-day learning program you will learn the science of 
human behaviour, non-verbals and advanced communication 
techniques designed to:

• de-personalise tough feedback
• uncover some root causes of difficult behaviour
• craft behaviour modi!cation strategies
• avoid the language that causes conflict
• help you get clear with your requests
• show you the best way to be assertive in any situation

Dealing With the Tough Stuff can show you how to not only 
survive the tough conversations, but to thrive within them, 
leading to;

• more productive performance discussions and
• substantially less conflict

“As an HR consultant I can use this in my dealings with 
staff and managers; enjoyed the practical tips and 
examples. Will be passing on this information when 
providing advice. Will also include this information in our 
internal workshops. Thanks.”  
//  Jackie Britz, PowerWater

“An excellent mix of theory to get you thinking, and 
practical insights for application in the workplace.”  
//  David Hoey, Australian Institute of Management

“Fabulous workshop, full of really useful information and 
a very positive perspective on humanity as a whole.”  
//  Kerry Sims, Department of Health

date

19th  NOVEMBER
time

9AM - 4:30PM

investment

$550 INC GST

register by contacting
INFO@PRAGMATICTHINKING.COM

(07) 5598 5973

venue

North Burleigh Surf 
Club

delivered by

ALISON HILL

As a professional ‘head-mechanic’  Ali 
has  worked with ‘em all.  From high-
falutin’ Executives  through to  people 
suffering with chronic  pain (hey, they 
might actually be  the  same!) Alison 
specialises  in assisting individuals and 
teams  transition through the  tough 
stuff. We  really  love  working with 
Alison at Pragmatic Thinking...she 
actually listens to  us; like,  err without 
even checking Facebook  or Instagram 
or stuff; it’s  a unique  skill. Writes 
bestsellers in her spare time 
www.toughstuffbook.com


